The scope of certain well-studied polynomial-time solvable classes of Satisfiability is investigated relative to a polynomial-time solvable class consisting of what we call matched formulas. The class of matched formulas has not been studied in the literature, probably because it seems not to contain many challenging formulas. Yet, we find that, in some sense, the matched formulas are more numerous than Horn, extended Horn, renamable Horn, qHorn, CC-balanced, or Single Lookahead Unit Resolution (SLUR) formulas. In addition, we find that relatively few unsatisfiable formulas are in any of the above classes. However, there are many unsatisfiable formulas that can be solved in polynomial time by restricting resolution so as not to generate resolvents of size greater than the number of literals in a maximum length clause.
Introduction
The Satisfiability problem (SAT) is to determine whether there exists a satisfying truth assignment for a given Boolean expression, usually in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF). This problem is NP-complete; thus, there is no known polynomial-time algorithm for solving it. Because of the importance of SAT in logic, artificial intelligence, and operations research, considerable effort has been spent to determine how to cope with this disappointing reality. Two approaches are: (1) determine whether there exist algorithms for SAT which usually present a result in polynomial time; (2) identify special classes of SAT that can be solved in polynomial time. This paper is concerned with the second approach.
Supported in part by the Office of Naval Research, N00014-94-1-0382 † Supported in part by NSF Grant For each of the above-mentioned polynomial-time solvable classes, we bound the probability that a random formula is a member of the class as a function of r. We show the range of values of r for which formulas are matched with high probability increases with increasing k and subsumes the range of values of r for which formulas belong to any well known polynomial-time solvable class with high probability. In fact, the latter range decreases at a rate proportional to 1=k 2 . Moreover, our results show that nearly all random formulas, generated in the range of values of r where there is an abundance of matched formulas, are satisfiable. Finally, our results reveal the vulnerability of all the well known polynomial-time solvable classes to certain cyclic substructures that can be contained in a subset of clauses. Matched formulas are immune to such structures.
Our interest in the scope of the polynomial-time solvable classes is due primarily to results of Boros et al. [9] , which suggest that the class of q-Horn formulas is close to what might be regarded as the largest easily expressible class of SAT that can be solved by a polynomial time, uniform algorithm. They formulate a set of linear constraints, based on the input formula and a real parameter Z, and show that, for any fixed c > 0, the class of formulas that satisfies the constraints with Z = 1 + c logn n can be solved in polynomial time. In addition, the class that satisfies the constraints with Z = 1 is precisely the q-Horn class (see Definition 3.6) . On the other hand, for any β < 1, the class of formulas that satisfy these constraints with Z = 1 + 1 n β is NP-complete.
To measure scope we use a well known probability distribution M k m;n , also known as the constant clause-width model, defined over the sample space of k-CNF formulas constructed of m clauses taken uniformly and independently from n variables. Thus, the clause space for M k m;n consists of the 2 k ? n k clauses with k literals such that no two literals are based on the same variable. (For actual clause sampling all permutations of the k literals are assumed equally likely.) The formula space consists of all multisets of m clauses; each having equal probability, which is ? 2 k ? n k ?m . In other words, clauses are generated by sampling without replacement, while formulas are generated by sampling with replacement. This paper primarily considers k 3. Probability spaces will frequently be grouped according to the parameter r m=n. Asymptotic behavior is studied as m and n increase, while k remains fixed.
We determine those values of the parameter r for which a random formula has low probability of being in a certain class, such as q-Horn, etc., except in the case of matched formulas where we determine the values of r for which the probability of being a matched formula is high. We use this approach because 1. several of the classes considered are incomparable; 2. the ratio r = m=n provides a scale which has been shown, both theoretically and experimentally, to measure the hardness of formulas;
3. many results already proven for M k m;n may be used to add dimension to the results presented here.
The following results for random formulas under M k m;n , k 3, are known: 1. For any r 2 k ln 2, a random formula is unsatisfiable with high probability [23] .
2. For any fixed r 2 k ln 2, the shortest resolution refutation of a random formula has a super-polynomial number of steps with high probability [15] .
3. For any fixed r < 2 k =(4k), a random formula is satisfiable with high probability [16, 14] . For k = 3 a bound of r 3:003 has been shown [25] .
4. For any fixed r < 2 k =(4k), with high probability, a random formula that is satisfiable can be solved in linear time by an iterative variable elimination algorithm that relies primarily on choosing variables for elimination from a shortest clause [14, 16, 25] . 5 . For any fixed r < 1, a random formula can be satisfied with high probability, by applying any algorithm for 2-SAT to the formula with all but 2 literals randomly removed from each clause [29] .
6. The average number of occurrences of a variable in a random formula is less than 1 if r < 1=k.
The two points above show where random formulas are "hard" and the remaining points show where random formulas are "easy." Notice the progression from hard formulas at r 2 k ln2 to very easily solvable formulas at r 1. For any fixed r 2 k ln2, resolution is exponential and no known polynomial-time algorithm detects unsatisfiability with high probability. Almost all formulas are unsatisfiable in this range. For r 2 k =(4k) formulas are solvable in polynomial time with high probability by non-trivial methods. For r 1, they are solvable by a 2-SAT algorithm with high probability. Also, for 3-CNF from a different distribution, the pure literal rule alone is sufficient with high probability, for r < 1:63 [10] . Thus, M k m;n may be thought of as a generator of formulas of hardness controlled by the ratio r. We wish to see where the well known polynomial-time solvable classes and the class of matched formulas fall on this scale. We will consider only q-Horn and SLUR among the well known polynomial-time solvable classes since the rest are subsumed by one or both of these [35] .
In this paper we present the following results. Definitions appear in Section 3.
1. The propositional connection graph is introduced as a structure on sets of clauses (Section 5). This structure proves useful for the analysis of clauses of all widths, whereas the well-known implication graph is limited to binary clauses.
(a) If a particular simple cyclic substructure exists in the propositional connection graph of a formula, then the formula cannot be q-Horn (Section 7).
(b) If a particular simple cyclic substructure exists in the propositional connection graph of a formula, then the formula cannot be SLUR (Section 6).
2. For any r > 2=(k(k ? 1)), a random formula is not Horn, extended Horn, renamable Horn, q-Horn, SLUR, or CC-balanced with high probability, because the above-mentioned substructures occur with high probability (Sections 6 and 7).
3. The class of matched formulas, solved in polynomial time by bipartite matching, is introduced in Definition 3.8. For any fixed r < :64, a random formula is in the matched class with high probability (Section 8). Actually, the bound increases with k, in contrast with the other classes, in which the bound decreases with k; e.g., for k = 4, the range is r < :84. Computed values in Figure 4 suggest that the bound approaches 1 as k grows.
4. For any r < 1:36=(k(k ? 1)), the average number of cycles in a random formula is less than one.' (Section 9).
A "cycle" in this context is defined in terms of the propositional connection graph. It is shown that a formula without cycles must be satisfiable.
These results strengthen and simplify preliminary versions that were presented elsewhere [21, 24] .
Related results concerning "easy" unsatisfiable formulas are also presented:
A minimally unsatisfiable set of clauses has "deficiency" (see Definition 8.1) at least as great as any of its subsets. Combined with the fact that some subset must have positive deficiency, this implies that such a set of clauses has fewer distinct variables than clauses (Section 8.1). The latter conclusion is attributed to M. Tarsi (unpublished) by Aharoni and Linial [2] , and was also obtained independently by Kleine Büning, using entirely different techniques [12] .
2. Consider classes M k n;m where m grows superlinearly with n, while k is fixed. An algorithm is presented that searches for k-bounded resolution refutations; that is, each derived clause is required to contain at most k literals. If
k! , then a random formula can be certified as unsatisfiable in polynomial time by this algorithm, with high probability (Section 10). Fu independently observed that short resolution proofs exist with high probability in this range [26] . Recently, Beame et al. improved upon this by showing that certain polynomialtime resolution-based procedures succeed with high probability in the range m = Ω n k?1?((k?2) lnln n= lnn) [6] . So after passing through an apparently hard region, random formulas again become tractable at very high clause densities.
Therefore, the well known polynomial-time solvable classes of SAT, by our measure, do not represent most "easy" formulas for a wide range of values of r and these classes are much smaller than the matched class for 2=k(k ? 1) < r < :64. It is interesting to note that, with high probability, a random formula F fails to be in any of the well known polynomial-time solvable classes, unless the average number of occurrences of a variable in F is less than 2=(k ?1), a very small number. In addition, our results show that most random unsatisfiable formulas are not members of one of the well known polynomial-time solvable classes. Finally, we emphasize that this probabilistic analysis has uncovered a serious vulnerability to particular kinds of cyclic substructures: just one such structure in a formula prevents it from being in one of the well known polynomial-time solvable classes. For the matched class, there is no such "killer" substructure.
Notation and Terminology
We specify SAT for the purposes of this paper as follows. Definition 2.1: Let V n = fv 1 ; : : : ; v n g be a set of n Boolean variables. Let L n = fv 1 ; v 1 ; : : : ; v n ; v n g be a set of n positive and n negative literals over variables in V n . General literals are denoted by u i and sometimes other letters. Whether u i is positive or negative, u i denotes its complement. Also, u i has no necessary relationship to v i ; the indexing of literals is ad hoc.
There is no distinction between u and u. A collection (multiset) of clauses, fC 1 ; C 2 ; : : : ; C m g, is a formula in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF). Clauses in a formula are joined conjunctively, and the empty formula is always true. Throughout this paper, it is understood that formula means "formula in Conjunctive Normal Form".
A (partial) truth assignment to the set of literals L n is a (partial) mapping τ : L ! fT;Fg such that τ(v) = T if and only if τ(v) = F. A clause C has truth value T under τ if and only if some literal in C is assigned value T. A formula F has truth value T under τ if and only if every clause in F is assigned value T. A formula F is satisfiable if and only if there exists a partial truth assignment τ that assigns T to F . Such a τ is said to satisfy F . The objective of an algorithm for SAT is to determine whether a given formula is satisfiable.
Definition 2.2:
The probability space M k m;n is defined as follows. Let C k n be the set of all clauses with exactly k
n is a multi-set of m clauses from C k n , selected uniformly, independently, and with replacement. In this paper, the phrase "with high probability" means "with probability tending to 1 as n goes to ∞". The context will make it clear how m varies with n; usually m = rn for some constant r. In all cases k remains constant.
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We are primarily interested in the cases k 3 since random formulas generated from M k m;n , k 2, are solved in linear time by existing 2-SAT algorithms [4, 20] . 
The clause-variable matrix representation of F is used in Section 3 for characterizing and/or processing several classes of CNF formulas. For example, satisfiability may be cast as an integer linear programming problem, using this matrix.
The analysis makes extensive use of the following notation:
We read n q as "n to the q falling". Some texts use the notation (n) q . A useful bound is given by 
Renamable Horn formulas can also be solved in linear time [5] .
Extended Horn formulas can be expressed as linear inequalities for which 0-1 solutions can always be found (if they exist) by rounding a real solution obtained using an LP relaxation [13] . An alternative characterization follows. Definition 3.3: Given a formula F , let R be a directed tree with root s in which each edge is labeled with a different variable from the set V .
A clause C is an extended Horn clause w.r.t. R if the positive literals of C correspond to a (possibly empty) directed path P in R, and the set of variables contained in negative literals of C can be partitioned into disjoint directed paths in R, N 1 ; N 2 ; : : : ; N t , such that exactly one of the following conditions holds: 
One tree R for a given Horn formula is the single-level tree (all leaves immediate children of the root) with an edge for each variable in the formula. Hence, the class of extended Horn formulas is a generalization of the class of Horn formulas.
If a tree R is known that verifies that a formula F is extended Horn, then F can be solved in polynomial time, by an algorithm based on unit resolution plus a rounding strategy that is based on R [13] . However, there is no known polynomial-time algorithm for finding R, or deciding if such an R exists for a particular F .
Definition 3.4:
A formula F is CC-balanced if in every submatrix of M F with exactly two nonzero entries per row and per column, the sum of the entries is a multiple of four [38] .
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The motivation for studying CC-balanced formulas is the question, when do Linear Programming relaxations of SAT have integer solutions? CC-balanced formulas can be recognized and solved in polynomial time [17] .
The class SLUR, for Single Lookahead Unit Resolution, is peculiar in that it is defined using a nondeterministic algorithm, and not by structural properties of formulas. Since the definition refers to all possible runs of the nondeterministic algorithm, the class is not apparently recognizable in polynomial time; however, the algorithm may be used without deciding whether the formula is in the class SLUR. The nondeterministic algorithm named SLUR is given in Figure 1 . In it, the function unitprop(F ) returns the result of repeatedly performing unit resolution until no unit clauses remain in the formula. It also returns the set of unit clauses found and derived. It is known that unitprop can be implemented in time linear in jF j [18] .
Definition 3.5:
A formula is in the class SLUR if, for all possible sequences of selected variables, algorithm SLUR does not give up. Algorithm SLUR eventually gives up if it starts with, or creates, an unsatisfiable formula with no unit clauses.
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Algorithm SLUR takes linear time with the modification, due to Trümper [38] , that unit resolution (in unitprop) be applied simultaneously to both branches of a selected variable, abandoning one branch if the other finishes first without falsifying a clause. Note that due to the definition of this class, the question of class recognition is unresolved. If one run of SLUR returns "unsatisfiable" we know the formula is in SLUR; if one run returns "give up" we know the formula is not in SLUR; otherwise, the formula is satisfied, but we have no information about membership in SLUR. The class SLUR was developed as a generalization of other classes including Horn, renamable Horn, extended Horn, and CC-balanced formulas [35] .
A CNF formula F with no empty clause
Output:
A satisfying partial truth assignment for the variables in F , or "unsatisfiable", or "give up"
Initialize t := the set of unit clauses returned by unitprop.
Output "unsatisfiable" and halt.
While F is not empty do the following:
Select a variable v appearing as a literal of F .
Set t 1 := unit clauses returned by unitprop. If all these constraints can be satisfied for Z = 1, then the formula is q-Horn. If they can be satisfied with the further restriction that all α's are integers, then the formula is renamable Horn.
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The class q-Horn was developed by Boros et al. [8, 9] . This class may also be characterized as a special case of maximum monotone decompositions, defined next. Maximum monotone decompositions are essentially unique [38] . Definition 3.7: Given formula F , a monotone decomposition of M F consists of multiplying some columns by ?1 (renaming variables) and permuting rows and columns to form the following partition into submatrices:
where the submatrix A 1 has at most one +1 entry per row, the submatrix D contains only ?1 or 0 entries, and the submatrix A 2 has no restrictions.
The maximum monotone decomposition is the one in which matrix A 1 is maximized. 
Recognition of q-Horn formulas is made easy by the fact that monotone decomposition can be carried out in linear (O(m + n)) time [38] . Once a q-Horn formula F is in its decomposed form it can be solved in linear time as follows. Treat submatrix A 1 as a Horn formula and find the unique truth assignment that minimizes the number of true variables, in linear time [31, 19] . If the Horn formula is unsatisfiable, then F is unsatisfiable. Otherwise, remove all rows satisfied by the unique minimum truth assignment. (Any non-minimal assignment remove a subset of these rows.) Solve what is left of submatrix A 2 by a 2-CNF algorithm [20, 4] .
Theorem 3.2: [9]
For any fixed c > 0, the class of formulas that satisfy the constraints (3) with
can be solved in polynomial time.
For any fixed β < 1, the class of formulas that satisfy (3) with
is NP-complete.
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The last class we consider is based on matchings in a particular bipartite graph developed from a CNF formula F .
This class can be recognized in polynomial time. A total matching for clauses in G(F ) is a subset M of its edges such that every vertex in C is incident upon exactly one edge of M, and every vertex in V is incident upon at most one edge of M. Formula F is said to be matched if and only if G(F ) has a total matching for clauses.
A total matching for clauses can be computed for G(F ) in polynomial time, if one exists, by an augmenting path algorithm. If total matching for clauses exists, then F is satisfiable (see Lemma 8.1). This observation was credited to Adam Rosenberg by Tovey [37] .
In the analysis below we will not directly consider some of the classes defined above because they are subclasses of either SLUR or q-Horn. However, the classes of matched formulas, SLUR, and q-Horn formulas are incomparable as the following examples show.
Example 1:
The formulas below show that none of the three classes contains another class, among matched, SLUR, and q-Horn. These formulas can be embellished to make the same point even if the SLUR algorithm is modified to exclude such trivial counter-examples (e.g., by checking for pure literals and/or by checking for the empty formula).
1. Any Horn formula with more clauses than distinct variables is not in the matched class, but is in both SLUR and q-Horn classes.
2. The following formula is in the matched and q-Horn classes.
However, it is not SLUR (see Lemma 6.2). In particular, initially choosing v 4 , v 5 , v 6 , v 7 , and choosing false values at arbitrary choices, leaves an unsatisfiable formula with no unit clauses. (To verify q-Horn membership, set α 1 = α 2 = α 3 = 1 2 and the remaining α's to 0 in (3).) 3. The following formula is in the matched and SLUR classes.
However, it is not q-Horn (see Lemma 7.1). In particular, Z 4=3 is needed to make the inequalities (3) satisfiable. (To verify SLUR membership, note that in the SLUR algorithm, no choice sequence leads to an unsatisfiable formula without unit clauses.)
The above ideas can be combined to show that no class is contained in the union of the other two classes.
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However, we shall show that matched formulas are more common than SLUR or q-Horn formulas under M k m;n .
Overview of the Second Moment Method
The second moment method is (among other applications [3] ) a tool for proving that a specified property P holds on a class of random structures with high probability as the size parameter of the class tends to ∞. Its early applications in combinatorial analysis were on random graphs [7] , and more recently it has been applied to random formulas [29, and elsewhere] . We shall use it several times in this paper.
For a given random structure (in our case, a CNF formula F in the class M k m;n ), a witness w is a substructure (in our case, a set of clauses, w F ) whose presence implies that the structure has property P. Let W be the set of all possible witnesses for the class. The technique is to prove that the probability that a randomly chosen F fails to contain any witness approaches zero.
Let w denote a witness, and also represent the event that w F ; which meaning is intended will be clear from context. Usually the set of witnesses W is chosen so its elements are symmetric; i.e., for any pair w; z 2 W , there is an automorphism of the probability space that maps w to z. We shall assume this is the case in this section. Thus p = Pr(w) is independent of w. Let I w be the indicator random variable that is 1 if event w occurs and 0 otherwise.
E(I w ) = p and var(I
Now define the random variable I = ∑ w2W I w , and let µ = E(I) = jWjp and σ 2 = var(I). A special case of the Chebyshev inequality states that
Thus it suffices to show that this ratio approaches zero as the size parameter goes to infinity (in our case, the number of variables, n ! ∞).
Notice that, if the events w were independent, then σ 2 = jWjp(1?p) = O(µ), and it would be sufficient to show that µ ! ∞ as n ! ∞. The crux of the second moment method is to show that, although the events w are not independent, the dependencies are weak enough that
To analyze the expression for σ 2 , we introduce the notation:
A(w) is the set of witnesses having some clause in common with w, other than w itself; D(w) is the set of witnesses having no clause in common with w.
We can now state a basic lemma of the second moment method. 1. elements of W are symmetric,
Propositional Connection Graphs
Propositional connection graphs turn out to be useful for analysis of several classes of random formulas. They are a specialization of the more general first-order connection graphs developed by Kowalski [32] .
Definition 5.1:
In the propositional connection graph for a CNF formula, each clause is a node. Two nodes are connected by an undirected edge if and only if they have a non-tautologous resolvent. In other words, two nodes are adjacent if their clauses contain exactly one pair of complementary literals, say u in one clause and u in the other; these are called the clashing literals for resolution. Technically, this edge is labeled by the pair (u; u), although only one member of the pair may be mentioned, for brevity. We shall abbreviate "propositional connection graph" to "connection graph" in this paper.
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In the case of 2-CNF, the connection graph has a close relationship to the implication graph. Recall that in an implication graph, the literals are nodes and each binary clause u i ; u j ] is a pair of directed edges that interpret the clause as two implications: u i ! u j and u j ! u i . Each (clause) node in the connection graph corresponds to a pair of edges in the implication graph. In general, a complementary pair of (literal) nodes in the implication graph corresponds to some set of edges in the connection graph. However, it turns out that the formulas used for analysis of 2-CNF by Goerdt [29] and others, most literals occur exactly once per formula, in complementary pairs, and thus correspond to one connection-graph edge.
For example, consider the connection graph shown in Figure 2 , which we call the criss-cross loop, where t = 3p + 2 5. We see that this graph has two Hamiltonian cycles. If each node represents a binary clause, we have the 
where v 0 is a variable and u 1 , : : :, u 3p are literals that are variable-distinct (Section 2) from each other and from v 0 .
One automorphism of the formula, other than the identity, corresponds to Figure 2 :
(I.e., vertically flip all nodes to the right of the criss-cross edges.) Requiring v 0 to be a variable reduces the number of automorphisms. Also, note that v 0 has a distinguished role, being the only literal to label more than one edge.
This formula contains t ?1 distinct variables and t clauses, and it is minimally unsatisfiable. It is closedly related to the simple cycle, as defined by Goerdt [29] . The point is that the connection graph is easily generalized to k-CNF, whereas the implication graph is not so easily generalized. For k > 2, each node contains (k ?2) additional literals that do not resolve with any of the literals in the graph.
Connection graphs with the same structure will be used for analysis of the SLUR class (Section 6), and a slight variation will be used for the q-Horn class (Section 7).
SLUR Analysis
This section shows that the probability of a SLUR formula occurring at random approaches zero for fairly small ratios r = m=n. First we introduce the critical substructure needed. Definition 6.1: For any integer t = 3p + 2 5, call a set of t clauses a criss-cross loop if its connection graph is isomorphic to that shown in Figure 2 , which corresponds to (7) . That is, because the formula is in k-CNF, each clause node in Figure 2 has some additional literals that are not shown, and are called padding literals. The padding literals are variable-distinct (Section 2) from the literals shown explicitly, and do not produce any additional edges in the connection graph. Furthermore, we recall that v 0 must be a variable (not a negated variable) and call it the criss-cross variable. A blocked criss-cross loop is a criss-cross loop S F such that all pairs of padding literals are variable-distinct.
A blocked criss-cross loop S is said to be activated in formula F if every clause C 2 (F ?S) contains at least two literals that are variable-distinct from those in R(S ).
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The motivation for the definition of "activated blocked criss-cross loop" is that we can do unit resolution on each literal in R(S ) without creating any unit clause or empty clause. Thus, a given literal sequence uniquely defines the placements of all cycle literals (including the criss-cross variable)
in a criss-cross loop. Every criss-cross loop is defined (except for padding literals) by exactly two literal sequences. 2
The connection graph of a criss-cross loop has exactly two Hamiltonian cycles, two representative sequences, and two literal sequences. In Figure 2 one may traverse all the nodes with an exterior loop, or with a "figure eight".
Theorem 6.1:
In the class M k m;n , with m=n = r > 2=(k(k ?1)), and k 3, the probability that a random formula F is in the class SLUR tends to 0 as n tends to ∞.
Proof: Immediate by Lemmas 6.2 and lemma-criss-cross-loop, which follow. Proof: In algorithm SLUR (see Fig. 1 ), first select the literals from R(S ) for unit resolution. For each such literal, neither truth assignment can produce / 0, and no additional unit clauses are produced, so make the arbitrary choice that the literal from R(S ) is false (i.e., F 1 and t 1 ), and continue down the search tree. When R(S ) is exhausted, the binary clauses derived from S remain and are unsatisfiable, so algorithm SLUR must eventually "give up". ? 1) ), and k 2, the probability that a random formula F contains a criss-cross loop tends to 1 as n tends to ∞.
Proof:
We apply the second moment method. and call it S. The probability that this clause sequence is a representative sequence for some blocked criss-cross loop (Definition 6.2), and is associated with the fixed literal sequence is:
where n k , etc., use the notation of (1). To derive (8) , observe that the numerator of the i-th product term is the number of ways to choose (k ? 2) padding literals that are variable-distinct from the cycle literals and the padding literals occurring in previous clauses. The two cycle literals for the i-th clause are fixed by the literal sequence. 
Assume that a specific blocked criss-cross loop S is present. We now estimate the probability that it is activated. 
Combining (8), (9), (10), and recalling that each blocked criss-cross loop is has two representative sequences:
where (2) was used for the last estimate.
If r > 2=k(k ?1), then let c = ln(rk(k ?1)=2) > 0, and we get ln(E(B t )) > c(3ln
which goes to infinity with n.
The next task is to apply Lemma 4.1. We need to obtain an upper bound on Pr(zjw), the conditional probability that a new witness, z, is in F given that a reference witness, w, is present and they overlap on at least one clause. In this context a "witness" is actually an activated blocked criss-cross loop, but since an upper bound is sufficient, we will ignore the restriction that it be activated, and we will also count each of the two representative sequences that represent the blocked criss-cross loop as separate witnesses. Thus w is an arbitrary fixed representative sequence of t clauses, and z ranges over representative sequences of t clauses.
The set A(w) denotes the set of possible witnesses that share at least one clause with w. This set is partitioned into A q (w), according to the number of shared clauses, q, 1 q t.
Suppose the new witness z shares q clauses with the reference witness w, i.e., z 2 A q (w). Once the nonshared clauses of z are fixed, the probability that the nonshared clauses all occur in F is bounded by the expectation of the sum of appropriate indicator random variables:
This is about a factor of n (k?1)q larger than the unconditional probability that witness z occurs.
We now obtain an upper bound on how many representative sequences share q nodes with w. Let S denote the set of shared clauses of w, or the corresponding connection graph, depending on context. Let z denote a new witness that shares S with w. All edge labels of S are preserved in z; their number depends on the structure of S. In all cases 
Now suppose (w ? S) has h 2 connected components. Again consider two cases. If at least three of the four clauses of w that contain v 0 or v 0 are in S, then the role of v 0 must be the same in the new witness z, and S has (h ?1) connected components. Recall that edge labels of S must be preserved in z. There are (q ?h) or (q ? h ? 1) distinct edge labels in S due to the multiplicity of v 0 , the criss-cross variable. These fix the associated cycle literals. In the connection graph of z there are at least 2h limited cycle literals. Therefore, at most (t ?q ?h) cycle literals of z are free, in this case. There are four ways to map the first connected component of S, which contains the v 0 edges, into z, and at most 2 h?2 t 2(h?2) ways to map the remaining connected components of S into z. Alternatively, if at most two of the four clauses of w that contain v 0 or v 0 are in S, then S also has h connected components, and (q ?h) distinct edge labels, thereby fixing (q ?h) cycle literals of z. There are still 2h limited literals, leaving (t ?q?h?1) free. In this case 2 h t 2h is an upper bound on the number of ways to map the connected components of S into z without using any criss-cross edges in z. Because all edge labels of S are distinct, using cross-cross edges of z only doubles this number. That is, at most one edge labeled with the criss-cross variable of z can be mapped into from S. The upper bound for all of the cases with h 2 occurs when h = 2, and is 4 k 4 (2n) t?q?2 .
In summary, for h 2 connected components in (w ?S), we have (16) which is weaker than the case h = 1. 
Combining (11) with the above, and using the assumption that r > 2=k(k ?1), we obtain the result:
E(B t ) = o(E(B t ))
The theorem follows by Lemma 4.1.
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Corollary 6.4: (Goerdt)
In M 2 m;n , with m=n = r > 1, the probability that a random formula F is unsatisfiable tends to 1 as n tends to ∞.
Proof: A criss-cross loop is unsatisfiable.
7 Q-Horn Analysis
This section shows that the probability of a Q-Horn formula occurring at random approaches zero for the same fairly small ratios as SLUR, namely r = m=n > 2=(k(k ?1)). The analysis supports a slightly stronger conclusion, which is discussed at the end of the section. First, the critical substructure is introduced.
Definition 7.1:
For any integer t = 3p 6, call a set of t clauses a chorded loop if its connection graph is isomorphic to that shown in Figure 3 . This graph corresponds to a formula in which all but two literals can be removed from each of t ?2 clauses, all but three literals can be removed from two clauses, the variables can be renumbered, and the clauses can be ordered in the following sequence 
where v 0 and the u i are all variable-distinct from each other (Section 2). ? 1) ), and k 3, the probability that a random formula F is q-Horn tends to 0 as n goes to ∞.
Proof:
Immediate from Lemma 7.1, and Lemma 7.3, which follows. ?1) ), and k 3, the probability that a random formula F contains a chorded loop tends to 1 as n goes to ∞.
Proof: This is another application of the second moment method closely following that of Lemma 6.3. Let p = dln 2 ne, and t = 3p, assuming n 2. This time we seek the expected value of B t , the number of q-blocked chorded loops containing t clauses in F . We can show that this expectation is large and that Lemma 4.1 also applies, over the indicated range of r.
Taking advantage of the close similarities between q-blocked chorded loops and blocked criss-cross loops, we need modify the proof of Lemma 6.3 only by the small changes. In this case each chorded loop has one Hamiltonian cycle (see Figure 3) . Starting a representative sequence at the clause containing u 1 , where v 0 is the chord variable, each chorded loop has one representative sequence. Clauses containing v 0 or v 0 require (k ?3) padding literals, rather than (k ?2). There are t + 1 cycle literals, rather than t ?1. "Activation" does not apply. Using methods similar to the proof of Lemma 6.3, we obtain
The details are omitted.
The application of Lemma 4.1 is also similar to Lemma 6.3. Let S be the set of shared clauses of witness w. Recall the definitions of fixed, limited, and free cycle literals in the new witness z, from the proof of Lemma 6.3. In addition we define an unshared padding literal as a padding literal in an unshared clause of z. As before h denotes the number of connected components of (w ?S), the connection graph of the unshared clauses of w. In summary, the combined number of free cycle literals and unshared padding literals is at most (k ?1)(t ?q)? h ?1 whenever q p + 1, and is at most (k ?1)(t ? q) ?h when q > p + 1. The number of ways to map S into z is O(t 2h ), whereas the number of ways to choose literals falls off as (2n) ?h , so as in Lemma 6.3, the maximum occurs when h is minimum, in this case h = 1. The remainder of the argument parallels (17) through (19) (with t 2 instead of t in the numerator, which makes no difference).
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The above proof showed that a chorded loop of length t = 3 ln 2 (n) occurs with high probability, for r 2=(k(k ? 1)). In these cases, that structure forces Z 1 + 1=t in (3) by Lemma 7.1. It follows that all classes specified by (4), which guarantees polynomial-time solvability, occur with probability approaching 0 for this range of r.
Matched Formula Analysis
This section analyzes clause-variable matchings in formulas. First we show a matching property of minimally unsatisfiable formulas. Then we study when random formulas are in the matched class, according to Definition 3. 
Proof:
If M is such a matching for G(F ), then its edges produce a satisfying partial assignment for F : for each edge 
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The idea of Lemma 8.1 was credited to Adam Rosenberg by Tovey [37] . The following classical theorem, restated in terms of deficiency, gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a total matching for clauses.
Theorem 8.2: (Hall's Theorem [30])
Given a bipartite graph with vertex sets V and C , a matching that includes every vertex of C exists if and only if no subset of C is deficient. 
Minimal Unsatisfiability and Deficiency
We now prove a relationship between deficiency and minimal unsatisfiability. As a corollary, any minimally unsatisfiable formula has more clauses than variables. The corollary is attributed to M. Tarsi (unpublished) by Aharoni and Linial [2] , and was also obtained independently by Kleine Büning, using entirely different techniques [12] . Recall that a set of clauses is minimally unsatisfiable if it is unsatisfiable, and every proper subset is satisfiable.
Theorem 8.3:
If S is a minimally unsatisfiable set of clauses, then S has maximum deficiency among all subsets of S, including S itself.
Proof: Let δ be the maximum deficiency among all subsets of S, including S itself. Choose some subset S 1 S that is maximal (w.r.t. set inclusion) among all subsets whose deficiency is δ . It remains to show that S 1 must be S. 
Random Matched Formulas
The probability that a random clause has all k of its variables in a specified subset of V of cardinality x ?1 is
The probability that a set of x random clauses has variables taken from a specified subset of no more than x?1 variables (i.e., the set is deficient) is 
We wish to obtain an upper bound on the right hand side of (22) that is simple enough to analyze. Noting that binomial coefficients have a recursive representation as products, we would like our bounding expression to have a similar representation. Recall that the empty product is 1, just as the empty sum is 0. Thus motivated, we use the relations, valid for integers x 1:
These relations can be verified by taking logs. The latter inequality is a bit delicate, but follows from the next inequality, which can be justified by noting that the second derivative of ln(y) is negative.
Now we define D x (m; n; k) and D(m; n; k) to serve as bounding expressions:
That is, E(D x ) and E(D ) are actual expectations, while D x (m; n; k) and D(m; n; k) are upper bounds.
The function g, defined as the ratio D x =D x?1 , has important structural properties for the analysis, which are collected in the following lemma. The parameters of g(m; n; k; x) may be considered as reals.
The subsequent analysis will use Stirling's formula [1] :
2 e ?y+θ(y)=12y for some 0 < θ(y) < 1 and y 1:
In the following technical lemma the proofs are indicated, where necessary, as each part is stated.
Lemma 8.5:
With g and D x as defined in (29)- (31),
A.
g(m; n; k; 0) = g(m; n; k; m + 1) = 0; g(m; n; k; x) > 0 for 0
B. For fixed (m; n; k), ∂g=∂x has k ?3 roots at 0, and has two positive roots that satisfy the quadratic equation:
One root is greater than m and the other (see (35) ) is less than m. Combining this fact with (33) implies that g has a unique maximum w.r.t. x in the range (0; m) at
C. For fixed (m; n; k) and for k + 2 x m, if the maximum value of g is at most 1, then D x is monotonically nonincreasing over k + 1 x m.
D.
For fixed (m; n; k) and for k + 2 x m, if the maximum value of g is greater than 1, then the maximum D x occurs where g crosses 1 from above; that is, g(m; n; k; x) 1 and g(m; n; k; x + 1) < 1. The x that maximizes D x is greater than x in (35).
E.
For n > e k , g(m; n; k; m) < 1, so D m cannot be the maximum of D x over the range k + 1 x m.
F. For fixed (n; k; x) and 1 x m < n, g(m; n; k; x) is an increasing function of m. Also, D 1 (m; n; k) is an increasing function of m. Therefore (by monotonicity of multiplication on positive arguments), 
Now we have
which is independent of k. Taking the log of this ratio, then taking the first two partial derivatives w.r.t. x shows that there is no local maximum. Therefore, in the range k + 1 x m, the maximum of the ratio D x (m; n; k + 1)=D x (m; n; k) occurs at either
Therefore, for r < 1 and sufficiently n and k + 1 x m, D x (m; n; k) is a decreasing function of k.
Proof: All observations are established by standard calculus and the theory of roots of polynomials.
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 8.6:
Under M m;n;k , k 3, the probability that a random formula F is matched (per Definition 3.8) tends to 1 if r m n < 0:64.
Proof:
We show, for r < 0:64, that the probability that G(F ) has a total matching for clauses tends to 1 as n ! ∞ (holding the ratio r fixed). We show that the expected number of deficient subsets (see Definition 8.1) in G(F ) tends to 0 for fixed r < 0:64. This is an upper bound on the probability that a deficient subset exists. Therefore, by Theorem 8.2, random formulas will be matched with probability tending to 1 for the same range of r. Specifically, we show that D(m; n; k) ! 0 if r < 0:64.
First, observe that D k+1 = O(n ?5 ) for k 3. Therefore, if D x is monotonically nonincreasing on k + 1 x m, D(m; n; k) = O(n ?4 ), and we are done. By Lemma 8.5C, we need to find a range of r such that g 1. We now show that g 1 for r e ?1 .
To this end, bound g separately in the ranges x < m(k ?1)=k and x m(k ?1)=k. O(1=n) . In both cases, for k 3 and for r e ?1 , we have g < 1 over the whole range of x. Therefore, D x is monotonically nonincreasing under these conditions, as was to be proved.
For the remainder of the proof, we assume r > e ?1 . We define q = (n=m) = r ?1 . Throughout this discussion the ranges of interest are k 3;
n > 1,000,000:
By Lemma 8.5D, the maximum of D x (if it is not monotonically nonincreasing) occurs when g crosses 1 from above; this point is some x > x of (35) . By Lemma 8.5G, D x is a decreasing function of k for all k + 1 x m, so any bound for a particular k applies to all k 0 > k.
To obtain a good estimate of the maximum of D x , it is useful to bound the value of x at which g = 1 away from m. To this end, we introduce h(β):
We need a lower bound on a positive solution of h(β) = 1. It is easy to verify that, for sufficiently large n,
That is, the x that maximizes D x (when that maximum is greater than 1) is bounded away from both 0 and m by at least In the remaining discussion we use approximations that ignore O(1=n) terms. Let β (not directly related to x ) denote that maximizing β. Define ?qln 1 ?
To conclude the proof, we sketch a numerical procedure to compute a safe upper bound on c k (r). Given r and k, setting q = 1=r, (44)-(45) can be solved for β by a monotonically convergent Newton-Raphson iteration, starting at β 0 = q k?1 =e k , because dφ 2 (β)=dβ 2 < 0 and φ(β 0 ) < 0. (For k = 3, Cardan's procedure for cubics can also be used.)
Using the approximate solution, find close upper and lower bounds, β ? < β < β 
Cycles in Connection Graphs
A cycle in a formula is an undirected cycle in the propositional connection graph of that formula. Let us say a pair of clauses has a double clash if there are (at least) two literals in one clause that are complements of literals in the second clause: e.g., a; b; c] and a; b; d . There is no edge in the conection graph between clauses that have a double clash, because their resolvent is tautologous. In this section we study formulas without cycles, but possibly with clauses that have double clashes.
A formula without unit clauses and without a cycle can be satisfied efficiently, even if it has double clashes. A formula with no cycles and no double clashes is a member of all the well known polynomial-time solvable classes except for Horn (however, it is renamable Horn). The results above for SLUR and q-Horn show that cycles in a random formula are abundant if r > 2=(k (k ?1) ). The next theorem shows that random formulas have few cycles if r < 1:36=(k(k ?1)). 
Proof:
We find the expected number of cycle witnesses in F which is an overestimate of the expected number of cycles in F . The number of cycle witnesses involving a sequence of x clauses is m x n x . The probability that a sequence of x clauses matches a witness of x clauses is
The factor of 2 k?1 reflects the fact that literals labeling an edge must occur with opposite signs in the two clauses: only two out of four possible sign combinations result in the edge being present.
Therefore, the expected number of cycle witnesses in F is This result shows how closely SLUR, q-Horn, and other classes are tied to cycles in formulas: it seems that they are defeated rapidly by the presence of cycles. That is, as r rises, formulas are not SLUR, and are not q-Horn, etc., soon after they begin to contain a significant number of cycles.
U-Solve(F ; k)
Repeat the following Otherwise Output ("give up") Figure 5 : An algorithm for certifying unsatisfiability
We conclude this section by briefly describing how to satisfy a formula efficiently when its connection graph is acyclic, and it has no unit clauses, even though there may be double clashes. The algorithm is recursive. Choose any leaf node of the connection graph, having clause C. At most one edge is incident on C, and say it corresponds to literal u 0 . Due to lack of unit clauses, there is at least one more literal in C, say u 1 . If this is a pure literal, make it true, delete clauses with u 1 , and continue recursively.
The less obvious case is when u 1 is a not a pure literal. Then all clauses containing u 1 must have a double clash with C; that is, all clauses containing u 1 also contain the complement of some other literal in C. Let C 1 be the set of literals in C that cause double clashes involving u 1 . Now delete C from the connection graph and recursively satisfy the remaining clauses. Inspect the resulting assignment. If u 1 or any literal of C 1 was assigned T, we are done. But if all literals in C 1 were assigned F, then all clauses containing u 1 are satisfied, regardless of the assignment to u 1 . So simply change the assignment to u 1 = T, satisfying C as well. This idea is due to Oliver Kullmann, who designates C as a blocked clause.
Easy Unsatisfiable Families of Formulas
This section describes an algorithm, U-Solve, that either demonstrates unsatisfiability in polynomial time, or gives up. We then show that certain families of M k m;n can be solved by U-Solve with high probability, when m sufficiently rapidly in relation to n. As usual, k remains fixed.
Algorithm U-Solve implements a simplified form of k-closure [39] . It repeatedly applies the resolution rule to a formula with the restriction that all created resolvents are of size no greater than k. In other words, U-Solve finds what are sometimes called "k-bounded" refutations.
The complexity of U-Solve is O(n k m 2 ) since the number of different resolvents possible (therefore the maximum number of iterations of U-Solve) is O(n k ), and a resolving pair can be found in O(m 2 ) time. If it returns "unsatisfiable" then the input formula is unsatisfiable. However, it may "give up." To study the behavior of U-Solve on random k-CNF formulas, we define some terminology. Clearly, minimal k-groups can be arbitrarily large, but for them to occur frequently at random , it is desirable that they be as short as possible. However, jCj 2 k?2 , or else there are not enough clauses to eliminate all models of x] x An associated t-k-module for this cyclic literal sequence is the union of k-modules for all of the S i , such that all local variables in different k-modules are distinct from each other and are variable-distinct from the cyclic literals. To reduce automorphisms, the binary tree associated with each k-module is required to have as its root the cyclic literal that is earlier in the sequence.
In this context, define:
?1; which is the number of local variables in a k-module; T = (L + 1)t; which is the number of clauses in the t-k-module:
Note that a t-k-module has T ?1 distinct variables, of which t ?1 are cyclic variables, v 0 , ju 1 j, ju 2 j, : : :, ju t?2 j. There are T ?t local variables among all t or the k-modules. 2
A t-k-module is minimally unsatisfiable; that is, removal of any clause produces a satisfiable set. It is also "optimal" in the sense that it has only one fewer variable than the number of clauses. Clearly, U-Solve succeeds on any formula containing a t-k-module.
The motivation for considering minimally unsatisfiable patterns is that other unsatisfiable clause patterns with a much higher ratio of variables to clauses exist, but the probability that such a padded pattern exists is not greater than the probability that one of its underlying minimally unsatisfiable sets exists. However, resticting attention just to t-k-modules may mean the the strongest results are not obtained for U-Solve. Proof: It suffices to show that F contains a t-k-module with high probability. The second moment method is used, with many of the same ideas as in Theorem 6.3. However, the details are more complicated, because padding literals occur only once in a formula whereas local variables of a k-module occur multiple times.
Let R t;k be a t-k-module (see Definition 10.3), where t = 3p + 2 and p = dln 2 ne, assuming n 2. It is straightforward to obtain a lower bound on the expected number of t-k-modules of this size. Then we find conditions under which this bound tends to ∞. As mentioned in Definition 10.3, R t;k contains T clauses and T ?1 distinct variables, of which (T ?t) are local and (t ?1) are cyclic. Recall that L = 2 k?2 ?1 is the number of local variables in a k-module:
Fix a sequence for the clauses of F , and a sequence for the clauses of the pattern R t;k . The probability that a particular subsequence of T clauses matches R t;k for a particular choice of cyclic literals and local variables is
There are m T ways to choose a subsequence. 
where (2) was used for the last estimate. Therefore, E(B t ) ! ∞ as n ! ∞ whenever
The next task is to apply Lemma 4.1. We need to obtain an upper bound on Pr(zjw), the conditional probability that a new witness, z, is in F given that a reference witness, w, is present and they overlap on at least one clause. The development parallels the proof of Lemma 6.3, and uses its terminology for fixed, limited, and free cycle literals in the new witness z, as well as Definition 6.2. In this context a "witness" is actually a t-k-module for some criss-cross loop, but since an upper bound is sufficient, we will count each of the two representative sequences separately. Thus w is an arbitrary fixed t-k-module, which is specified by a cyclic literal sequence of length (t ?1) and t sequences of local variables, of length L each. The new witness z ranges over all such sequences.
The set A(w) denotes the set of possible witnesses that share at least one clause with w. This set is partitioned into A Q (w), 1 Q T , according to the number of shared clauses of w.
Let q denote the number of k-modules in w that contain at least one shared clause, q, 1 q t. In any t-k-module clauses in the same k-module must have at least two literals in common, while clauses in different k-modules may have at most one variable in common, and that variable occurs as complementary literals. Therefore, the partition of shared clauses according to k-module is preserved in the mapping of shared clauses from w to any new witness z. We shall define a shared k-module as one that contains at least one shared clause. Notice that the path is determined down to level c for all clauses by the signs of the literals that map into local variables. Then at level c + 1 all clauses must have the same variable, although with different signs.
As in Lemma 6.3, connected components of shared k-modules in w map into connected components of k-modules in z. Also following that lemma, for any q, the number of ways to map shared clauses distributed among q k-modules is maximized when the number of free literals in z is maximized; however, in this case local variables take the role of padding literals. The number of free literals is the sum of the number of free cyclic literals and the number of free local variables. It is easy to see that the number of free local variables is maximized when the Q shared clauses are packed into as few k-modules as possible, namely dQ=2 k?2 e. Consequently, the number of free local variables is at most (T ?t ?Q(1?2 ?(k?2) )). The shared clauses within one shared k-module can only be mapped in one way to the new k-module, when the entire k-module is shared; however, it is easy to see that the added flexibility of mappings in partially sharded k-modules is more than offset by the reduction in the overall number of free local variables.
Suppose the new witness z shares Q clauses with the reference witness w. Once the nonshared clauses of z are fixed, the probability that the nonshared clauses all occur in F is bounded by the expectation of the sum of appropriate indicator random variables: we also split according to whether at least three shared k-modules contain v 0 , the criss-cross variable (3+), or at most two do (2? 
Pr(zjw)
and Lemma 4.1 applies, concluding the proof.
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As already stated, R t;k subsets have T clauses and T ? 1 distinct variables. This relationship between clauses and distinct variables cannot be improved upon, among minimally unsatisfiable clause sets, in view of Corollary 8.4.
However, R t;k has 2 T ?t automorphisms (rename any subset of local variables to their complements). A construction without automorphisms would improve the constant ρ in Theorem 10.1 by a factor of two, but would not affect the exponent of n in that theorem. Fu has given a construction with fewer automorphisms upon which U-solve succeeds with high probability, but his proof requires results from random hypergraph theory [26] .
A different polynomial-time algorithm for detecting unsatisfiability was presented by Beame et al. [6] , and they showed that it succeeds with high probability for m = Ω n k?1?((k?2) lnln n= lnn) . Their proof also requires results from random graph theory. Reducing this exponent to a constant below (k ? 1) seems to require a new idea, and is an interesting open problem.
Discussion and Conclusions
The aim of this paper is to determine the scope of some well known polynomial-time solvable classes of Satisfiability. Since the classes we studied are incomparable, we used a probabilistic approach to determine scope. The popular distribution M k m;n along with the parameter r = m=n was chosen to provide a scale of formula "hardness." We determined where, on that scale, random formulas are members of the classes with high probability.
We found that random formulas are not SLUR and not q-Horn about where formula cycles begin to appear. Thus, neither class dominates in any range of values of r except where formulas are extremely "easy." The results reveal the vulnerability of SLUR, q-Horn and other polynomial-time solvable classes to the presence of particular cyclic substructures. Both SLUR and q-Horn are about equally handicapped by this: that is, they are defeated by cycles that are somewhat different, but become abundant at the same ratio, r = m=n = 2=(k(k ?1)). This was surprising since SLUR is nearly useless on unsatisfiable formulas, while q-Horn can solve non-trivial unsatisfiable formulas. Because of this, we had expected that q-Horn might dominate in some range of values of r where formulas are unsatisfiable with high probability. But, this turned out not to be the case.
We introduced another class of formulas consisting of matched formulas. The matched class is incomparable with SLUR and q-Horn but we showed that its prevalence, with respect to r, subsumes the others. This class is interesting because it is not necessarily defeated by the presence of cycles. However, it is handicapped by the fact that no matching is possible if m > n.
